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Large-scale agile development receives widespread interest today in research and practice.
Two different dimensions could be considered in the context of applying agile at large-scale:
individual level, like project or team, and organization level. The majority of literature treats
the subject of large-scale agile implementation at the individual level or not very specific. In
our paper, we placed at organization level with the aim to find out the challenges and solutions
that are relevant for enterprise-wide agile implementation in large organizations in order to
create agility beyond individual team or project. Based on the literature review, we have found
twelve challenges, grouped in three categories and three general solutions.
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Introduction
Over the past 15 years, agile software development has increasingly become the norm
in the IT industry. Many organizations adopt
agile development to become more competitive by improving the software quality, reducing costs and time to market and managing
changing requirements. Even though the initial fundamental assumptions underpinning
agile approach suggested that it is best suited
to small projects and single, small development teams, the agile methods are increasingly applied in different contexts, such as distributed development settings, high-integrity
software projects and at large-scale, in projects with tens of teams and hundreds of developers [1]. The implementation of agile
methods in these contexts encounters various
challenges.
In the field of applying agile at large-scale, a
clear classification of the existing streams of
research is difficult to recognize [2] due to the
lack of general agreement to the actual definition of “large-scale”. Various expressions
have been used in the literature to denote the
“large-scale” term. Some researchers and
practitioners have used general terms, like
“large-scale settings” or “large contexts”,
while others have employed one or even many
more specific phrases such “large projects”,
“large teams”, “large, complex software”,
DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/23.3.2019.06

“large organization” or “mature organization”
[3]. Another definition perceives the “largeness” in terms of the complexity of the various
knowledge boundaries across the actors and
technologies involved [4].
If we look at all those phrases, it can be easily
noticed that two different dimensions could be
considered for the term “large-scale” in the
context of applying agile methodology: individual level, like project or team, and organizational level, often referred by large or mature organization. The two dimensions of applying agile approach should be treated separately as the challenges, success factors and
solutions are different.
The majority of literature treats the subject of
large-scale agile implementation at the individual level or not very specific. Only a few
papers have explicitly assumed an organization perspective when analyzing agile adoption at large [5], [6], [7]. Also, through our literature review, we have found that some papers mention that they deal with agile issues
in large organization, but their approach and
results are focused on agile for large software
project or large-scale agile development [8] or
a mixed of those with large organization perspective [6].
In our paper we are adopting an organizational
level perspective with the aim to analyze how
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agile development methodologies can be applied in large companies to best fit to an organizational context. Our objective is to investigate the literature on the field of applying
agile at large-scale in order to find out the
challenges and solutions that are relevant for
applying large-scale agile at organizational
level with the aim to create agility beyond individual team/project level.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we present the research method.
In Section 3, we discuss the literature on the
topic of company-wide adoption of agile
methods with the aim of identifying the challenges and solutions, while in Discussion Section we analyze in more details the main challenges and related solutions proposed in the
literature. Finally, Section 5 concludes the article.
2 Research Methodology
In this paper, we present the results of our literature review on the topic of applying agile
at large-scale in an organizational context.
Our research questions are:
RQ1: What are the challenges that are relevant for applying large-scale agile at the organization level and how could they be
grouped for a better understanding?
RQ2: What solutions can be used for applying
large-scale agile in organizational context?
The research process consisted of four main
steps. In the first step, we searched in several
academic databases and search engines, such
as AIS Electronic Library (AISeL), ACM
Digital Library, Web of Science, and Science
Direct. Addressing our research questions, we
selected a list of papers that contain in their
title relevant expressions for large-scale agile,
such as “agile in large settings”, “large-scale
agile”, “agile at large”, “scaling agile”. We
used EndNote to exclude redundant articles,
conference reviews, and announcements of
conferences or other events. We identified
312 papers focused on the topic. In the next
step we have excluded those papers that contained in their title’s relevant expressions for
individual levels, like “team”, “project”, or
“software”. For the rest of the papers we read
keywords and abstracts, and eliminated the
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papers about organizational agility with a
managerial perspective, and those on applying
agile in distributed environments as they were
focused on specific issues for geographically
distributed teams. This process led to a final
number of 63 articles that we considered for
further analysis. In the last step, we deeply analyzed the remaining papers to extract the relevant ideas for applying agile in large organizations. In this respect we considered issues
like “multi-team environment”, “enterprise
architecture”, and “organizational change”.
3 Literature Review
In order to address our research questions, we
have conducted a literature review with the
aim of identifying the challenges and solutions for adopting agile in an organizational
context.
In this section we present our findings. First,
we present the challenges identified and the
categories used for grouping them to bring a
better understanding. In the next subsection
the solution for adopting agile at the organization level are described.
3.1 Challenges of Applying Large-Scale Agile In Organizational Context
Organizations try to adopt agile practices to
become more competitive, improve processes
in order to manage changing requirements,
but they face additional challenges in the integration of agile development at the organizational level. Although many companies use
agile methods, it is still unclear in which environments and under what conditions they really work [9]. Some researchers have stated
that agile development in its pure form is
likely not a good solution for large, traditional
systems development organizations [10], [11].
The number and the classifications of challenges vary from article to article, depending
on the research methodology used, the goal of
the article and the time in which the research
was conducted. The complexity of the subject
results from the 79 challenges grouped into 11
categories identified by [12]. On the other
side, [13] use two broad groups of challenges.
First category includes challenges related to
the methods themselves, “because of the fixed
DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/23.3.2019.06
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rule bases and assumptions built into the
methods”. The second category consists in
challenges induced by the enterprise that “will
prevent the successful application of the new
methods”.

Content
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We have focused to those challenges of agile
adoption that arose at the organizational level
in large organizations. The main challenges
and their grouping are outlined in Table 1.

Table 1. Challenges of agile adoption in large organizations
Details

Multiteam/multi-project
environment

Implementing self-organizing teams.
Coordination of several agile teams.
Different interpretations of agile principles and practices among agile teams.
Managing and sharing knowledge with stakeholders.
Organizational
Management change.
transforCulture and leadership behavior change.
mation/change
Specialized knowledge in silos.
Integrating non-development functions.
Integration of agile projects with the existing software
development processes.
Alignment of in- Conflicts between agile projects and holistic enterprise
dividual projects architecture (EA).
to
enterprise Integration of EA frameworks and agile development.
business goals
Balancing between the agility of individual projects
and the organization agility.
The first category includes the challenges that
arise in multi-team/multi-project environment
specific for large organizations. One of the
most prominent challenges for applying agile
at large is the difficulty in coordinating the
work of several agile teams [4], [10], [11].
Large organizations naturally have many interdependencies which require a large amount
of coordination that could be hard to manage
through mutual adjustment as in agile methods. The team is just one step in an organization’s value creation process, and each team
has to coordinate their work with other teams.
It is quite difficult to bring agility beyond the
team as the introduction of agile might create
flexibility at the team level, but the surrounding organization could not be responsive
enough [6]. Another challenge in multi-team
environments is related to the problems that
arise with the self-organizing team principle
[4], [6], [10], [13], one of the fundamental assumptions in agile approach. Self-organizing
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Source

[4], [6], [13], [10]
[4], [6], [10], [11]
[14]
[12]
[6], [11]
[8]
[6], [11]
[6], [11]
[9], [13]
[10], [15]
[15], [16]
[17]

means that a team makes decisions through informal communication and frequent, short
meetings rather than relying on one owner to
guide the project.
Large organizations involve numerous people
in many development teams. This situation
may lead to a lack of alignment between teams
regarding the use and implementation of agile
practices [14]. Another issue related to multiteam environment is the management and
sharing knowledge with stakeholders; there
are some diverging views of knowledge sharing and transfer on agile projects because
while agile teams spend time to transfer information internally, they share little information
with external groups [12]. Agile methods have
created ways to transfer and share knowledge
within the team, but still fail to search and
sharing it externally. Therefore, it is a challenge to manage knowledge about system
components and their dependencies with all
stakeholders involved in the wide-enterprise
agile implementation.
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The second category of challenges encompasses the organization change/transformation. Dikert et al. (cited in[6]) have presented three challenges that we consider relevant for applying agile at organizational level:
cultural change in organization management,
particularly on the middle management level
because its role is unclear in agile methods;
the difficulty of relocating the people due to
the existence of internal boundaries, specialized knowledge in silos, or different agile cultures from team to team; the integration of
non-development functions in organizations.
In the case of using agile methods, organization functions ranging from marketing and
sales to human resources have to be integrated
in the agile environment; otherwise this might
cause serious limitations for the agile implementation. In [12] two issues of organizational changes are highlighted from the perspective of the relationship with the projects’
beneficiaries - internal and external projects.
The internal ones would transform the entire
organization, and the external ones supposed
to redefine the roles of other departments and
the relationships with customers, in what
might become “agile end-to-end”.
Integration of agile projects with the existing
software development processes is also an important challenge for large organizations according to the results of a study made by [9].
Also, some empirical studies of large-scale
agile have indicated challenges related to the
inability to change culture and leadership behavior [8].
The last category includes the challenges regarding the alignment of individual projects to
the enterprise business goals. Especially in
large organizations there is a need to add some
structure in business processes and the concept of enterprise architecture (EA) is put in
place. Some researches stated that the need for
a holistic EA when applying agile development is often overlooked [15] and may lead to
several problems such as technical debt, unnecessary re-work, inconsistent communication, locally focused isolated design [10],
fragile architecture, and divergence in coding
style [6]. This situation creates the challenges
of integrating of EA frameworks with agile
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methods and of balancing between projects
and organization agility [15], [16], [17].
3.2 The Solutions for Applying Agile At Organization Level
Addressing our second research question, in
this section we focused on identifying the solution investigated in literature for helping agile development methodologies to fit to an organizational context. We have identified three
main categories of solutions: applying agile
frameworks for large-scale, integration of agile methods with the EA frameworks and the
use of hybrid agile/traditional methods. Next,
various issues relating to the application of
these solutions will be presented.
Using the frameworks for large-scale agile
To address large-scale transformations challenges, companies have turned to specific
frameworks such as Scaled Agile Framework
(SAFe), Large-Scale Scrum (LeSS), Nexus,
Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD). According to [18], some of these frameworks explain
very well the basics, but the agile team members talked about misunderstanding the context and routines in the case of their application under the specific conditions of the organizations.
SAFe integrates principles, practices, and
competencies for lean, agile, and DevOps.
This framework is organized on four level:
team, program, large solution and portfolio
each of them with specific activities. All these
layers are tied together and offer team and
program size patterns that can be used for
scaling across larger organization. [19]
LeSS is a multi-team scrum framework which
can be applied to 2-8 agile teams (Basic LeSS)
or more than 8 teams (LeSS Huge) each having 8-12 members that work together on one
specific shared product. This framework uses
Scrum principles and rules on large scale projects. In LeSS there are specified the organizational changes, but also cross-functional,
cross-component, end-to-end feature teams
through the exclusion of traditional team lead
and project manager roles [20].
Nexus extends Scrum to guide multiple Scrum
Teams. It is a framework consisting of “roles,
DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/23.3.2019.06
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events, artifacts and techniques that bind and
weave together the work of approximately
three to nine Scrum Teams” [21]. Since Nexus
extend Scrum, it can be applied in the case of
the teams that already use Scrum. The main
difference between these two frameworks is
the addition of an integration team that is focused on facilitating the dependencies and integration issues between the teams [22].
DAD is a hybrid lean-agile approach that extends core agile development such as Scrum,
Agile Modelling, Open Unified Process, eXtreme Programming, Kanban, Test-driven development and Lean. This framework includes three phases - inception, construction
and transition and supports the entire development lifecycle from the initial concept for the
product, through delivery, to operations and
support and finally to retirement [23]. According to [20], in order to succeed in adopting
DAD delivery teams must work intensively
with enterprise architects, operations engineers, governance people, data management
people, and many others. DAD teams are enterprise aware – work closely with enterprise
professionals, such as enterprise architects
and portfolio managers, adopt and follow enterprise guidance, leverage enterprise assets,
including existing systems and data sources,
enhance organizational ecosystem via refactoring enterprise assets, adopt a DevOps culture, adopt appropriate governance strategies
[23].
Integrating agile methods with EA frameworks
The compliance of individual agile projects
with EA frameworks is an essential issue.
Combining EA frameworks with agile methods in companies is a new and challenging issue. The last ones are seen loose and extremely flexible, while frameworks such as
COBIT, ITIL or TOGAF are rather considered as bureaucratic and procedural. There are
several researches that have already investigated this subject.
Some authors proposed models that integrated
one of the EA frameworks with Scrum. For
example, [24] presented a framework that integrates the TOGAF architecture development
DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/23.3.2019.06
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method with Scrum. In their model the architecture vision, business architecture, information system architecture and technology architecture are developed in sprints. [25] analyzed how ITIL v.3 and agile project management can coexist in an IT organization. [26]
identified risks, challenges and issues of using
Scrum and COBIT.
Other papers emphasize the differences between EA frameworks and agile methods that
could be considered as the main challenges of
their integration [26]. EA frameworks are process-centric and designed to standardize people to the processes, while agile methods are
based on people and their creativity. In EA
frameworks the conformance to plan is very
important and all components are extensive
documented. In agile methods the change of
the requirements is welcome even late in development stage and documentation must be
minimal. In EA frameworks the management
is characterized by command and control,
while in agile team members collaborates
closely and the teams are characterized by
self-organization. Also, instead of analyzing
risk and uncertainty thoroughly as EA framework, in the case of agile methods they are
tackled empirically [27].
Despite these differences, the two approaches
share the same objective: to provide business
value to its customers and users. According to
[28], if it is built on the strengths of both approaches, it can create enterprises “that move
as a united whole without a central, commandand-control management that stifles local development and innovation”. Previous presented frameworks for large-scale agile move
in this direction. Moreover, both EA and agile
frameworks are still IT-centric. Business architecture is the most important part of enterprises that are entirely agile.
Using hybrid methods
The Waterfall model was the dominant software development approach in large companies but, in the last years, as agile approach
has grown in favor, they are increasingly transitioning from Waterfall model to Agile methodology. Each of the two software development approaches has its strengths and weak-
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nesses and fits into their own project characteristics. Some companies tried to use both of
them, side by side, either in concurrent projects, or as an intermediate stage of migration
from plan-driven to agile methods. However,
their coexistence in the same organization was
generally seen as problematic, causing tensions on all organizational levels [29] as agile
methods bring drastic changes regarding team
hierarchies, organizational structures, planning or controlling processes [30].
The use of hybrid control mechanism might
be a solution for organizations with traditional
software development routines that seek to apply agile methodology [31] and use both approaches in parallel. The hybrid mechanism is
unlike traditional outcome control in the Waterfall model and also unlike emergent control
specific to agile approach.
Therefore, many authors suggest that hybrid
methods, by combining the plan-driven and
agile methods, could represent a solution for
applying agile in large organizations seeking
to improve software quality and product functionality [2], [7], [32]. The mixing of agile
practices with plan-driven methods might enable software development teams to take advantage of some benefits of agile development, such as adaptability to changing requirements and uncertainty, without abandoning the stability provided by the traditional
methods [9]. Some companies introduced hybrid methods in order to mitigate the level of
change and retain some established processes
[30].
A way to create a hybrid method is to alternate
the steps from the Waterfall model with steps
from agile methods, like in Water-Scrum-Fall
model [30]. In this hybrid plan-driven/agile
approach the Waterfall model is used to define
upfront work, i.e. to define essential requirements and the overall budget, or to determine
the process structure and timeframe. Afterwards, Scrum is used for implementation step,
during which time many Sprints are conducted until an acceptable solution is implemented. The final steps of the development
process, such as software testing and delivery
are again carried out using Waterfall model.
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Even though hybrid plan-driven/agile methodologies have been increasingly adopted by
large organizations, they were hardly investigated in literature. Moreover, related studies
considered hybrid methodologies only as an
intermediate stage in the migration process of
large organizations from Waterfall model to
agile methods [30] [31]. Therefore, very little
it is known about how successful such methods are, which critical success factors ought to
be considered, and which challenges might
face large organizations.
Several papers tried to provide answers to
such questions. For example, [9] provides a
framework for determining whether a hybrid
approach is appropriate for an organization or
a project by evaluating the project size, volatility and interdependencies. They concluded
that when software projects have high uncertainty and reciprocal interdependencies then a
hybrid methodology should be implemented.
In this way, hybrid methods allow large organizations to enjoy the benefits of agile development in areas where purely agile methods are not feasible. Another solution, proposed by [32], is that each organization/team
should tailor a hybrid method by determining
the best balance between the agile and plandriven disciplines based on a risk analysis of
project characteristics versus a given method
characteristics [32]. Also, they affirm that hybrid approaches are feasible and necessary for
projects that combine a mix of agile and plandriven characteristics. The hybrid methodologies also present some acceptance barriers
such as restricted individual autonomy and increased process complexity, and some potential weaknesses in applying agile principles
like self-organizing team and flat hierarchies
[30].
In the next section we will analyze all the three
solutions in relation to the aforementioned
challenges in applying agile in organizational
context.
4 Discussion
In this section, first we present our general observations on the relevance of organizational
context topic in the large-scale agile literature.
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Then, a discussion on the answers of our research questions follows. Next, we analyze
how the solutions presented in the previous
section could be used to mitigate the challenges identified in the literature.
In our opinion, two different dimensions must
be taken into consideration when analyzing
agile implementation at-large scale: individual level, i.e. project or team, and organizational level, that is applying agile approach
within whole organization. This distinction is
important because the challenges and solutions of applying agile at large-scale are different. Also, this idea highlights the need for
concern about the creation of agility beyond
individual team/project level in the context of
the increasingly widespread use of agile approach in large organizations. Specifically, we
call, through our article, for the need to investigate the coherence and concurrence between
the agility of the individual projects and the
whole company context.
Our literature review shows that the most researches do not make distinction between the
two dimensions. Most papers deal with the
topic either on individual dimension or they
are not very specific. Moreover, the researches that deal explicitly with applying agile in large organization often overlook the organizational context and only several papers
explicitly used an organizational perspective
[5], [6], [7]. This layout increases the difficulty of making a clear classification of the
existing streams of research.
Based on our literature review findings we
identified 12 challenges relevant for applying
large-scale agile at organizational level, which
cover the RQ1. They were grouped into three
categories in order to clarify the impact on
large-scale agile beyond individual team/project. Working in multi-team/project environment is probably the most common challenge
category cited in the literature which we found
relevant for organizational context. In the
same category we find the two most prominent and cited challenges for applying agile in
large organizations, respectively coordinating
the work of several agile teams and implementing self-organizing principle.
The second category comprises the challenges
DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/23.3.2019.06
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related to the organization change/transformation process, a premise for a successful implementation of agile approach in whole organization. Here, the most relevant challenges
were cultural change in organization management, the integration of non-development
functions, such as marketing or human resources management, into an agile environment, and the integration of agile principles
and practices to the existing traditional development process. In the last category we have
included the challenges regarding the alignment of individual projects to the enterprise
overall business goals, with the integration of
agile methods and the enterprise architecture
frameworks being the most important challenge.
The literature on the large-scale agile implementation reveals three categories of solutions
that address specific challenges: adapting the
development environment to the agile values,
principles and practices, using hybrid methods
by combining agile practices with traditional,
plan-driven methods, and tailoring agile methods by adjusting them to the large-scale settings. Starting from this categorization, we
identified three general solutions that could be
used to address the challenges of applying agile in an organizational context: the adoption
of large-scale agile frameworks, the use of hybrid agile/traditional methods and the integration of agile methods with EA frameworks.
Large-scale agile frameworks are predominantly addressing the multi-team/multi project
challenges category. They offer roles, artifacts
and techniques that allow software development to work in more than 8 teams, such as
LeSS Huge. More specifically, Nexus framework handles the specific problems of multiteams working environment by introducing an
integration team that is focused on facilitating
the dependencies and integration issues between teams. Also, these frameworks could be
applied in order to mitigate the challenges included in our third category - alignment of individual projects to enterprise business goals.
A DAD team is enterprise aware by the fact
that it adopts and follows enterprise guidance,
enhance organizational ecosystem via refac-
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toring enterprise assets, and adopts appropriate governance strategies [23]. Despite the opportunities offered, the application of these
frameworks involves some unclear aspects
that need to be investigated in the future. They
refer to the context and specific conditions of
organizations for their successfully application, the choice between different large-scale
frameworks, how successful such methods
are, and which challenges might face large organizations.
The second solution mentioned above is to use
hybrid methods. Some companies are using
such methods in order to mix the advantages
specific both, Waterfall and agile approaches,
but the most of them are considering them
only as an intermediate stage in the migration
process from Waterfall model to agile methods. The literature review shows that the coexistence of traditional and agile methods in
the same organization is a challenge in itself
and is generally seen as problematic as the two
approaches are so different in terms of team
hierarchies, organizational structures and
planning processes.
One of the most important obstacles in using
hybrid methods regards the implementation of
self-organizing team principle, one of the fundamental assumptions in agile approach. This
principle is not easy transferable to hybrid approach if it makes use of traditional, hierarchical management and strict controlling processes [30]. All these shortcomings create the
feeling that the use of hybrid methods is rather
a challenge, not a solution to apply agile in
large organizations, especially due to the fact
that they were hardly investigated by the researchers. Although the literature proposes
some mechanisms to determine whether the
hybrid approach is appropriate for a specific
organization or project, or to find the best balance between the agile practices and waterfall
processes, there remain issues to be investigated in the future, such as the critical success
factors and acceptance barriers, the implementation of self-organizing principles in hybrid methods, the tailoring frameworks.
The third solution implies the integration of
EA frameworks and agile methods. The most
of large enterprises use some EA frameworks,
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such as COBIT, ITIL, and TOGAF in the regard of ensuring the alignment of IT with
overall business goals. EA is a well-defined
practice for conducting enterprise analysis,
design, planning, and implementation using a
holistic approach in order to guide organizations through the business, information, process, and technology changes, necessary to
execute their strategies. But their holistic approach is conflicting with individual propensity of agile methods and that creates new
challenges for applying agile in large organizations. Ensuring the compliance of individual agile projects within the holistic EA view
is an essential aspect of architecture governance and for this reason the organizations
must find the best way to approach EA capability for supporting agile development.
The literature presents some attempts to integrate an EA framework with an agile method
or project management principles [24], [25],
[26]. Another approach involves customizing
the agile approach and practices before applying them in large organizations. Also, in order
to integrate EA frameworks with agile methods, architects can start documenting standards and guidelines in collaboration with the
various agile teams to create a catalogue of
standards that all teams have to use [11].
Moreover, the existence of such catalogue
might help to mitigate the challenges specific
to the multi-team challenges category. Despite
these achievements, the research on the application of agile practices and principles within
EA approach is still limited.
5 Conclusions
Large-scale agile development received widespread interest in research and practice, although the initial fundamental assumptions
suggested that agile approach is best suited to
small projects and single, small development
teams. A classification of the existing research
in the large-scale agile field is difficult due to
the lack of general agreement to the terms
used in agile at large-scale area. Our literature
analysis reveals that we could take into consideration two different research approaches:
individual level, like project, software or
team, and organization level. In our paper we
DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/23.3.2019.06
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placed at organization level with the objective
to find out the challenges and solutions that
are relevant for enterprise-wide agile implementation in large organizations. More specifically, we raise the need to investigate the coherence and concurrence between the agility
of the individual projects and the organizational context.
Based on the literature review, we have identified 12 challenges and grouped them into
three main categories: multi-team/multi-project environment (implementing self-organizing teams, coordination of several agile teams,
different interpretations of agile between
teams, managing and sharing knowledge with
stakeholders),
organizational
transformation/change (management change, culture
and leadership behavior change, specialized
knowledge in silos, integrating non-development functions, integration of agile projects
with the project environment's existing processes) and alignment of individual projects to
enterprise business goals (conflicts between
agile projects and holistic enterprise architecture, integration of EA frameworks and agile
development, balancing between the agility of
individual projects and the organization agility). The most cited challenge in literature
seems to be team’s coordination and the most
problematic agile characteristic when applying agile in large organizations is self-organizing team.
Addressing our second research question, we
have identified and analyzed three solutions
for applying agile at organizational level: applying agile frameworks for large-scale, integration of agile methods with the EA frameworks and the use of hybrid agile/traditional
methods.
Our paper can be used by academics as a
roadmap for future research and by practitioners to understand and address the challenges
and solutions of agile methods adoption at organizational level.
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